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1. Cheerful bright yellow spring flower.
2. Farm animal who lay eggs.
3. What people carry to gather eggs.
4. Season between Winter and Summer.
6. Usually eaten, they get decorated at
Easter.
7. They love this holiday and expect to
receive chocolate.
9. Vegetable for keen eyesight that bunnies
love.

5. Black, brown or white, I am a beloved
Easter treat.
7. Small yellow animal that hatches from
an egg.
10. Easter is always celebrated on this day
of the week.
11. Feeling of great pleasure and
happiness.
12. Iconic furry Easter animal.

Easter crossword puzzle

Horizontal Vertical
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association game
Match each illustration with its

corresponding shadow
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Better late then __________________________________

So far so  _________________________________________

Time flies when you're having ___________________

One apple a day keep the doctor _______________

Comparing apples to  ____________________________

Don't put all your eggs in one ___________________

Good things come to those who  _______________

Kill two birds with one  __________________________

There are other fish in the ______________________

It's raining cats and _____________________________

You can't judge a book by its____________________

Common expressions
 

Complete the following expressions with the
missing word
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What comes next?
Complete the logical sequence with the

missing egg.
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1. Cheerful bright yellow spring flower.
2. Farm animal who lay eggs.
3. What people carry to gather eggs.
4. Season between Winter and Summer.
6. Usually eaten, they get decorated at
Easter.
7. They love this holiday and expect to
receive chocolate.
9. Vegetable for keen eyesight that bunnies
love.

5. Black, brown or white, I am a beloved
Easter treat.
7. Small yellow animal that hatches from
an egg.
10. Easter is always celebrated on this day
of the week.
11. Feeling of great pleasure and
happiness.
12. Iconic furry Easter animal.

Easter crossword puzzle
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Better late then _______________(never)

So far so  ____________(good)

Time flies when you're having ___________(Fun)

One apple a day keep the doctor ___________(away)

Comparing apples to  _______________(oranges)

Don't put all your eggs in one _____________(basket)

Good things come to those who  ______________(wait)

Kill two birds with one  _____________________(stone)

There are other fish in the _________________(sea)

It's raining cats and ______________________(dogs)

You can't judge a book by its____________________(cover)

Common expressions
 

Complete the following expressions with the
missing word
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